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ClimeCo Corporation Announces Expansion of Team As Part of Continued Growth
May 8, 2017 (BOYERTOWN, PA) – ClimeCo Corporation (ClimeCo), previous recipient of the California Climate
Action Reserve Project Developer of the Year award, announces an exciting expansion of the ClimeCo team with
the promotion of Dan Linsky and the addition of Jennifer Cantono.
With pleasure, ClimeCo announces the promotion of Dan Linsky to the position of Vice President, Voluntary
Markets. In this new role, Mr. Linsky oversees all voluntary carbon sales for the firm. Over the past five years,
Dan has been instrumental in the development of ClimeCo’s reputation of knowledge and excellence in the
Voluntary Carbon market. As a trusted advisor to sustainability-minded companies and organizations, Dan is a
recognized carbon offset leader who brings value and expertise to the clients that he serves.
Jennifer Cantono joins ClimeCo as Marketing Manager in our Boyertown, PA Headquarters. As a member of the
Sales and Marketing team, Jennifer brings close to 20 years of experience as she performs marketing and
communication activities for ClimeCo Corporation and ClimeCo Canada, ULC, inclusive of marketing,
communications and sales team support. Ms. Cantono has recent experience as Marketing Director at Capital
Project Management, Inc., where she managed online and print vehicles and worked with construction experts
regarding site, environmental and schedule challenges. Jennifer also has extensive education and training in
professional and technical communication.
“We’re pleased to further ClimeCo’s presence in the voluntary carbon emission market through Dan’s
leadership and development of our voluntary market network,” stated ClimeCo president and CEO William
Flederbach. “I am also excited to have Jennifer on board as the newest member of our team. These
investments continue to demonstrate our leadership in and commitment to our clients in the
environmental commodity markets.”

The ClimeCo team works tirelessly to bring innovation to the environmental commodity markets. ClimeCo will
continue to share our environmental market expertise, together with comprehensive project financing and
development, to help our clients and partners realize real emission reductions while meeting their carbon
neutrality commitments.”

ClimeCo Corporation is a respected project developer, advisor and trader of environmental commodity market products.
Specialized expertise in regional criteria pollutant trading programs, California cap-and-trade, voluntary markets, and project
development and financing of internal CO2 abatement systems, complement ClimeCo’s diverse commodity portfolio. Within
the Climate Action Reserve, ClimeCo is the largest developer of U.S. GHG-offset projects and producer of U.S. voluntary
carbon offsets, managing projects that reduce more than four million tonnes of CO2e per year. For information, contact 484415-0501 or jcantono@climeco.com.
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